Sky-Dweller
Oyster, 42 mm, Everose gold

The Oyster Perpetual
Sky-Dweller in 18 kt
Everose gold with an
intense white dial and an
Oysterflex bracelet.
This distinctive watch is characterized by its second time
zone display on an off-centre disc on the dial.
Furthermore, its innovative system for setting the
functions, using the rotatable Ring Command bezel, is
unique to Rolex.

Intense white dial
A striking characteristic
A fixed inverted red triangle on the dial points to the
chosen reference time – the time at home or at the
traveller’s usual workplace – on the off-centre 24-hour
disc. At a glance, this 24-hour display clearly distinguishes
daytime hours from night-time hours in the other time
zone.

The Fluted Bezel
A Rolex signature
The Rolex fluted bezel is a mark of distinction. Originally,
the fluting of the Oyster bezel had a functional purpose: it
served to screw the bezel onto the case helping to ensure
the waterproofness of the watch. It was therefore identical
to the fluting on the case back, which was also screwed
onto the case for waterproofness, using specific Rolex
tools. Over time, the fluting became an aesthetic element,
a genuine Rolex signature feature. Today the fluted bezel
is a mark of distinction, always in gold.

18 kt Everose gold
An exclusive patent
To preserve the beauty of its pink gold watches, Rolex
created and patented an exclusive 18 kt pink gold alloy
cast in its own foundry: Everose gold. Introduced in 2005,
18 kt Everose is used on all Rolex Oyster models in pink
gold.

The Oysterflex Br acelet
Highly resistant and
durable
The Sky-Dweller’s new Oysterflex bracelet, developed and
patented by Rolex, offers a sporty alternative to metal
bracelets. The bracelet attaches to the watch case and the
Oysterclasp by a flexible titanium and nickel alloy metal
blade. The blade is overmoulded with high-performance
black elastomer which is particularly resistant to
environmental effects, very durable and perfectly inert for
the wearer of the watch. For enhanced comfort, the inside
of the Oysterflex bracelet is equipped with a patented
longitudinal cushion system that stabilizes the watch on
the wrist and fitted with an 18 kt Everose gold
Oysterclasp. It also features the Rolex Glidelock extension
system, designed and patented by the brand. This
inventive toothed mechanism, integrated beneath the
clasp, allows fine adjustment of the bracelet length by
some 15 mm in increments of approximately 2.5 mm,
without the use of tools.

Dual Time Zone
Simultaneous display
The two time zones are displayed simultaneously. Local
time is indicated by the conventional centre hour, minute
and seconds hands. It can be set quickly and easily by
means of a mechanism that allows the hour hand to be
adjusted independently in one-hour increments both
forwards and backwards. Neither the minute and seconds
nor the reference time in the second time zone are
affected. And, since the watch is not stopped, accuracy is
preserved. Reference time in the traveller’s usual place of
residence or work is read on a rotating off-centre disc.
A fixed inverted red triangle points to the wearer’s chosen
reference time. The disc’s 24-hour display allows travellers
to clearly distinguish daytime hours from night-time hours
in the distant time zone (for example, 10 p.m. versus 10
a.m.). The date change is linked to local time and occurs
within a few milliseconds at midnight. So the date
displayed in the aperture is always the current date in the
wearer’s local time zone.

The Cyclops lens
A magnif ying lens
The Cyclops lens is one of the most distinctive Rolex
features, and one of the most recognizable. Named after
the one-eyed giant of Greek mythology, the Cyclops lens
magnifies the watch’s emblematic date display two and a
half times for easy reading. Behind the Cyclops, as with
every feature of a Rolex timepiece, lies a history of
invention, research and development, and the endless
search for perfection.

9001 Movement
Superlative performance
The Sky-Dweller is equipped with calibre 9001, a selfwinding mechanical movement entirely developed and
manufactured by Rolex. Introduced in 2012, it is one of the
most complex calibres ever created by Rolex
watchmakers. Nonetheless, it is engineered to ensure
simplicity of use: a selector wheel on the outside edge of
the 9001 ensures the interaction of the movement and the
bezel of the watch to set the Sky-Dweller’s functions. Like
all Rolex Perpetual movements, the 9001 is a certified
Swiss Chronometer, a designation reserved for highprecision watches that have successfully passed the
Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute (COSC) tests.
Its architecture, in common with all Oyster watch
movements, makes it singularly reliable.

Specifications
Reference 326235

MODEL CASE

MOVEMENT

Oyster, 42 mm, Everose gold

Perpetual, mechanical, self-winding, dual

OYSTER ARCHITECTURE

time zones, annual calendar

Monobloc middle case, screw-down case

CALIBRE

back and winding crown

9001, Manufacture Rolex

DIAMETER

PRECISION

42 mm

-2/+2 sec/day, after casing

MATERIAL

FUNCTIONS

18 kt Everose gold

Centre hour, minute and seconds hands.

BEZEL
Fluted, bidirectional rotatable Rolex Ring
Command

24-hour display on off-centre disc. Second
time zone. Instantaneous annual calendar
at 3 o'clock and rapid-setting of the date.
Month display via 12 apertures around the

WINDING CROWN

circumference of the dial. Stop-seconds for

Screw-down, Twinlock double

precise time setting

waterproofness system

OSCILLATOR

CRYSTAL

Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring.

Scratch-resistant sapphire, Cyclops lens

High-performance Paraflex shock

over the date

absorbers

WATER RESISTANCE

WINDING

Waterproof to 100 metres / 330 feet

Bidirectional self-winding via Perpetual
rotor
POWER RESERVE
Approximately 72 hours

BRACELET

DIAL

Oysterflex

Intense white

BRACELET MATERIAL

DETAILS

Flexible metal blades overmoulded with

Highly legible Chromalight display with

high-performance elastomer

long-lasting blue luminescence

CLASP
Folding Oysterclasp with Rolex Glidelock
extension system

CERTIFICATION
Superlative Chronometer (COSC + Rolex
certification after casing)
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